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Recommendation

The Finance and Expenditure Committee has examined the Taxation
(FBT, SSCWT and Remedial Matters) Bill and recommends that it

be passed with the amendments shown.

Introduction

This bill amends the Income Tax Act 1994, the Tax Administration

Act 1994 and the Goods and Services Act 1985. It introduces a

superannuation fund withdrawal tax of five percent of an employer' s
contribution to the amount withdrawn from a superannuation fund.
It also introduces a multi-rate fringe benefit tax (FBT) and amends
the foreign investment fund (FIF) rules to clarify their application
when a resident entity migrates from New Zealand.

Superannuation fund withdrawal tax

The bill introduces a fund withdrawal tax of five percent of an

employer' s contribution to the amount withdrawn from a superannu-
ation fund. This measure is intended to counter avoidance of the

already legislated increase in the top personal tax rate of 39 percent,
effective from 1 April 2000, through the use of superannuation
funds. The specified superannuation contribution withholding tax
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(SSCWT), set at 33 percent, is a tax on employers' monetary contn-

butions to superannuation funds. An effect of this measure is that it
creates a savings incentive for people earning over $60,000 per
annum.

Increasing the top personal tax rate to 39 percent and leaving the
SSCWT rate unchanged at 33 percent introduced scope for avoid-
ance. Employees earning over $60,000 could negotiate an increase
in their employer superannuation contributions, subject to the

33 percent SSCWT rate, with a corresponding reduction in salary
and wages subject to tax at 39 percent. They could withdraw the

increased employer contributions shortly afterwards, thus avoiding

the 39 percent top personal marginal tax rate. The measures in this
bill address this concern.

These measures do not restrict employers contributing to a superan-
nuation fund as a way of remunerating employees. However, their

contributions must stay in the superannuation fund until the

employee leaves the job or withdraws the money for reasons of

significant financial hardship. Otherwise, a five percent fund with-
drawal tax will apply. Amendments to the bill include provisions
that:

· Those earning less that $60,000 will be exempted from the
withdrawal tax.

• The withdrawal tax will be due in the year following the year

of withdrawal from a superannuation fund.

• Existing contributions and contributions that continue at cur-

rent levels will not be subject to the withdrawal tax.

• Employees may elect, with the approval of their employer, to
apply the 39 percent SSCWT rate to specific superannuation
contributions on their behalf.

• The definition of significant financial hardship will be
extended to include types of events that give rise to significant

financial hardship to provide guidance to trustees of superan-
nuation funds as to the provision' s application.

• The withdrawal tax on those subject to the two year rule will
be limited to the last two years' contributions or the time the

employee has been with the current employer, whichever is
shorter.
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Effect of the tax on people earning under $60,000

There was concern about the effect the changes proposed in the bill
would have on those who earn less than $60,000 per annum. We
propose a certification system where those declaring income, in the
past four years, of less than $60,000 per annum are not affected by
the tax. If the taxpayer has earned more than $60,000 in any of the

four years the withdrawal tax is paid on the appropriate proportion.
For example, if more than $60,000 is earned in one of the four years
the taxpayer may be liable for the withdrawal tax on one quarter of
employer' s contributions withdrawn from the superannuation fund.
This is outlined in clause 6A of the bill. The effect of the bill as

amended is now neutral. A further issue of savings incentives for
those earning under $60,000 is to be reviewed.

Cessation of employment - the two-year rule

The two-year rule states that only changes to employer contributions
in the two years prior to the cessation of employment would make
trustees of superannuation funds liable for the withdrawal tax. A
number of the submissions took issue with this rule, particularly in
view of the fact that it would automatically apply to any person who
had been employed for less than two years. Accordingly, clause 6A
of the bill will enable those who have been employed for less than
two years to lock in contributions to their superannuation schemes

for two years as an alternative to the withdrawal tax applying.

Withholding tax rather than an income tax

A number of submitters argued that the withdrawal tax should be a

withholding tax rather than an income tax as set out in the bill. This
is because income tax results in the fund coming under the provi-
sional tax rules, use of money interest applying, greater delay in the
remittance of the withdrawal tax to Inland Revenue, and the possi-
bility of non-resident fund members being subject to double taxa-
tion. It was argued that a withholding tax is a more appropriate basis
for the withdrawal tax as it would ensure liability fell with the fund
members and not the trustees.

The advisers asserted that the withholding tax approach, while feasi-

ble, would have higher aggregate compliance and administrative
costs than the proposal in the bill. For example, new due dates for
payment of the tax would have to be established and returns would
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be required to ensure correct payment. Alternatively, if the with-
holding tax was integrated into another existing withholding tax,
such as PAYE, to minimise compliance costs on taxpayers, signifi-
cant administrative costs would be imposed on Inland Revenue.
There would also be a considerable delay in the application of the
withholding tax approach as Inland Revenue' s systems were

amended. Given the anti-avoidance nature of the provision, this
delay could have a significant revenue impact.

We consider that the provisional tax and use of money interest
concerns can be addressed by providing that a withdrawal is gross

income in the income year following the year of withdrawal (except

in the year the fund winds up). This measure, contained in clause 6B,
addresses the concerns raised. In the case of provisional tax payable,
the concern that a shortfall penalty may apply to any estimate of
provisional tax due in relation to a withdrawal is removed. The year

delay allows quantification of the actual amount having to be paid by

way of provisional tax in the subsequent year. Similarly, with use of
money interest, any concern regarding an interest charge on a with-

drawal late in an income year is removed as the withdrawal tax is not

due until the subsequent year.

PricewaterhouseCoopers argued that a withholding tax would avoid

the possibility of non-resident fund members being subject to double
tax. The double tax will arise when a withdrawal from a superannua-
tion fund by a non-resident member is income, and therefore subject

to tax, in the foreign jurisdiction, and the member in effect pays the

five percent tax on the withdrawal in New Zealand. It was argued

that if the tax was a withholding tax, the member might be able to get

a credit for it in the foreign jurisdiction. However, advisers dis-

agreed, arguing that it is not clear that, if the withdrawal tax was

imposed as a withholding tax, it would be creditable overseas. It is
likely that, if a withholding tax model was imposed, it would be by

way of a final withholding tax paid by the fund - similar to FBT and
SSCWT. A credit for these taxes is not available in overseas juris-
dictions.

Accordingly, the committee recommends that:

• Except in the year a superannuation fund winds up, a with-
drawal is gross income of a fund in the income year following
the year of withdrawal. This is contained in clause 6B.

• A withholding tax not be introduced as an alternative to the

approach currently in the bill.
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Defining "significant financial hardship"

The tax proposed by the bill excludes withdrawals on the basis of
significant financial hardship. There were a number of submissions
challenging the bill's definition of significant financial hardship. On
the basis of these submissions we consider that the withdrawal tax

not apply if the withdrawal is required to alleviate significant finan-
cial hardship arising from:

• the inability of a member to carry out his or her normal
occupation as a result of illness or injury, either temporarily
or permanently

• the inability of a member or his dependants to meet minimum
living expenses or to meet payments on a loan that willlead to
foreclosure of a mortgage on the member's principal place of
residence

• modification of the member' s principal place of residence to
accommodate special needs arising from the disability of the
member or member' s dependants

• having medical treatment to treat illness, injury or rehabilita-
tion of the member or a dependant of the member

• the need to meet palliative care expenses for the member and
any dependants

• the need to meet funeral expenses for the member and any
dependants.

Therefore, we recommend the bill be amended to reflect this defini-

tion. The test is to remain one of significant financial hardship.

The bill also includes a provision for the tax-free withdrawal of
funds required to settle an agreement for the division of assets upon
separation of spouses or dissolution of marriage (but not a matrimo-
nial property agreement) under the Matrimonial Property Act 1976.
We note that further amendments may have to be made to this
provision depending on the final form of the Matrimonial Property
Amendment Bill currently being considered by Parliament.

The definitions above are intended to be inclusive. Trustees will use

these criteria to judge whether the member is facing significant
financial hardship but will be able to seek a ruling from the Commis-
sioner of Inland Revenue if required.

We note that the significant financial hardship provisions prevail
over the two-year rule discussed above.
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Avoiding withdrawal tax by receipt as an annuity

The Investment Savings and Insurance Association of New Zealand
(ISI) proposed that taxpayers should be able to avoid the tax if they

receive the withdrawal in the form of an annuity which provides
payment over a period of not less than five years. We consider that
this recommendation does not raise significant avoidance concerns
and recommend that the submission be accepted. However, we were
concerned that the five year period may not be long enough to ensure
that avoidance will not continue. Accordingly, we have lengthened
this period to ten years.

Withdrawals on cessation of employment: partial retirement

Submitters expressed concern that those who are nearing retirement
may wish to partially retire and make withdrawals to fund that
partial retirement. Accordingly, they should not be liable for the
withdrawal tax. We consider that the concern underlying the sub-
missions should be addressed, but that the criteria for determining
partial retirement be tighter than those proposed in submissions. The
proposed criteria are that:

• A member is employed for a maximum of 30 hours per week.

• The reduction in hours worked is a consequence of the mem-
ber leading up to full retirement.

• The member has no intention of increasing hours in paid
employment in the future. This is an intention test, so it does
provide scope for members to increase their hours worked at a
later date. It does not lock a member into a fixed reduced

number of working hours a week but does provide some
scope for avoidance behaviour.

• All employer and employee contributions to any superannua-
tion fund cease. If a member is both contributing and with-

drawing, there is a risk that the fund is being used for avoid-
ance purposes.

Members must give notice in writing to the trustee of their superan-
nuation fund stating that they do not intend to increase their hours at
work.
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Application of tax to borrowing against a superannuation
fund

A number of submitters were concerned at the bill' s approach to the
taxation of loans against superannuation funds. Under the bill the
withdrawal tax applies when a member borrows against an interest
in a superannuation fund and the interest rate on the loan is less than
the market rate. This is based on a concern that a member could

avoid the withdrawal tax by borrowing from a fund rather than
making a withdrawal. Submissions argued that movements in

interest rates, which could then make the loan concessional, might

trigger the withdrawal tax.

We considered a number of alternatives but these all have consider-

able associated costs. This presents the issue of whether the benefits

of reducing this type of avoidance outweigh the costs of preventing
it. On balance we decided that the benefits do not outweigh the costs.
Accordingly clause 6 which provides that a low interest loan to a
member is a withdrawal will be removed. However, this area will be

monitored by Inland Revenue and action will be taken if there is

evidence to suggest that it is being used for significant avoidance

activity.

Multi-rate Fringe Benefit Tax

The bill grants employers a choice to either continue using the flat 64

percent FBT rate or opt into the proposed multi-rate FBT rules. This

proposal will allow fringe benefits that can be attributed to an

employee to be subject to FBT at a rate based on the remuneration

paid to the employee receiving fringe benefits. Those fringe benefits

that are not attributed to individual employees will be subject to FBT

at the 49 percent rate. Non-attributed fringe benefits received by a

major shareholder-employee, or group of employees including a

major shareholder, will be subject to FBT at 64 percent. The multi-

rate FBT option will reduce the effect of the increase in the FBT rate

to 64 percent for fringe benefits provided or granted on or after

1 April 2000, which was enacted in December 1999. The FBT rate
was increased to equate with the top personal tax rate of 39 percent
to prevent high-income earners substituting salary or wages for
fringe benefits to avoid the increase in the top personal tax rate.
Without these changes, the 64 percent rate would further exacerbate
the over-taxation of low-income employees and would overtax
middle-income employees subject to a 33 percent personal tax rate.
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The new rules will apply to fringe benefits provided or granted on or
after 1 April 2000. For administrative reasons, all employers will be
required to pay 64 percent on benefits provided or granted for the
first and second quarters of the 2000/01 year. Overpayment of FBT
in these quarters can be recovered through the square-up process in
the last quarter.

Inclusion of value of attributable benefits in the calculation of

FBT payable

The bill, as introduced, required FBT payable to be calculated by
using FBT rates equivalent to the total cash remuneration received
from the employer providing the benefits. For example, if the
employee' s cash remuneration is $55,000, any attributable fringe
benefits received by that employee are taxed at the flat rate of
49 percent, notwithstanding that the value of the fringe benefits, if
included in remuneration, could mean that the employee' s marginal
tax rate is 39 percent (an equivalent FBT rate of 64 percent). Offi-
cials have identified two problems with this approach:

• The major consequence identified is that because the FBT rate
applied is a flat rate, a $1 increase in remuneration could
result in employers having to pay an increased rate of FBT on
all the fringe benefits they provided. This creates inefficien-
cies in remuneration decisions in that a $1 pay increase could
cost an employer more than $1 in increased FBT liability.

• A secondary consequence of this approach is that it may result
in some level of tax avoidance by employers and employees

negotiating to cap cash remuneration below a tax threshold
(such as $37,999 or $59,999). By structuring remuneration
packages in this way, employers would be liable for payment
of FBT at a lower rate.

Officials have identified an alternative approach called the "net
remuneration" method whereby the value of attributed benefits is

taken into account in calculating the FBT payable on those benefits.
The calculation proposed results in fringe benefits passing through
progressive tax bands (akin to income subject to PAYE), and thus
the problems of applying flat FBT rates are avoided. Put another
way, the proposed calculation results in the same amount of tax
being paid as if the entire remuneration package was cash, irrespec-
tive of the proportion of fringe benefits in the package. This method,
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therefore, has the advantage of not impacting on employment pack-
age decisions.

To give effect to the proposed change we recommend changes to the
FBT provisions, clause 7, in the bill.

The transitional period

The bill allows employers to continue to pay FBT tax on a quarterly
basis at either 64 percent or 49 percent. FBT will be subject to

adjustment in the fourth quarter, when the liability for attributed
benefits will be calculated using a FBT rate based on the marginal

tax rate of the employee to whom benefits have been attributed. As
mentioned above, the new rules will apply to fringe benefits pro-
vided or granted on or after 1 April 2000. For administrative rea-

sons, all employers will be required to pay 64 percent on benefits
provided or granted during the quarters commencing 1 April 2000
and 1 July 2000. Any overpayment of FBT in these quarters can be

recovered through the square-up process in the last quarter.

The Health Funds Association of New Zealand and Price-

waterhouseCoopers questioned the need for the compulsory 64 per-
cent rate in the transitional first quarter of the 2000/01 year. It was
argued that these transitional quarters will add to the complexity of

the changes and compliance costs of the employers. It was also
argued that those who over pay in this period will not receive use of

money interest.

The transitional period is required to both implement the changes
administratively and inform employers of the new rules once
enacted. We note that the first quarter return was due on 20 July
2000. This bill is likely to be enacted during the second quarter.

Treatment of subsidised transport

Employers are required to attribute subsidised transport to indivi-
duals where the value of the transport is $1,000 or more. Air New
Zealand submitted that fringe benefits in the subsidised transport
category should be able to be pooled and taxed at the 49 percent
pooled rate. Air New Zealand submitted that the proposed exclusion
should only apply where all staff are entitled to the same or similar
subsidised travel entitlement. This would prevent subsidised travel
being substitutable for salary or wages. It would have negligible
revenue effect while saving significant compliance costs. Similar
issues arise for Tranz Rail and other airlines. We agreed with Air
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New Zealand that there be an option for fringe benefits in the
subsidised transport category to be pooled at 49 percent. However,
this option will be conditional on the entitlement to the benefit being
open to all employees on the same or similar terms (including length
of service). It cannot be based upon position or rank in the organisa-
tion. Any benefits restricted to certain positions, such as managers,

will be required to be attributed where the value of the benefit is
$1,000 or more. Accordingly, we recommend an amendment to
clause 7 of the bill.

Attribution categories

Section CI 1 (h) of the Income Tax Act 1994 is a "catch all" category
of fringe benefit. In their submission, PricewaterhouseCoopers sub-
mitted that this category be further broken down to prevent a large
number of minor benefits exceeding the $1,000 proposed exemption
from the requirement to attribute. We considered that while the
submission has considerable merit, a number of problems would
arise, such as identifying:

· which benefits could potentially be broken down into subcat-
egories

• the revenue risk of high-income employees receiving such
benefits at a low tax rate.

The alternative approach is that the attribution threshold for this
category should be increased, rather than allowing the creation of
subcategories for fringe benefits. Accordingly, we recommend a
change to clause 7 of the bill to change this threshold to $2,000.

A minority of the committee is concerned that the net remuneration

method will lead to an increase in total FBT collected and a signifi-
cant increase in compliance costs.

Foreign investment fund rules

Amendments are being made to clarify how the foreign investment
fund (FIF) rules apply when a resident entity migrates from New
Zealand. The FIF rules are part of New Zealand' s international tax
rules, which are designed to reduce distortions in the investment
decisions of our residents. They do this by ensuring that as far as
practicable, the world-wide income of New Zealand residents is

taxed as it accrues. The amendments apply retrospectively to the
1999/2000 and subsequent income years.
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The rules were enacted in 1992, but it was only in 1993 that com-
pany law was amended to allow for transfers of incorporation, so
clarification of the rules to cater for this is necessary. The rules will
apply as follows:

• The market value of the holding on the date of migration will
be used for assessing the threshold as to whether the rules
apply, as well as the value on entry to the rules themselves.

• Holders on revenue account will be treated as if they had sold
their holding immediately before the change in residence and
repurchased it immediately after. This will crystallise for tax

purposes any gain or loss without having to sell the entity.

• The entity will not need to prepare separate audited financial
statements for the periods before and after migration in the
year of transition if its shareholders are to use the accounting
profits method for that year.

We understand that the Government intends to review the FIF rules

in their entirety within approximately two years. The Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is currently

conducting a major study into issues around harmful tax competition
and tax rules. The OECD work in this area will be taken into account

when reviewing the FIF rules. We look forward to reading this
review.

Value of shares at company migration

A number of submitters argued that the FIF rules should be amended
so that New Zealand investors who become subject to the FIF rules
because of a company migration are able to elect to value their
investments at cost price rather than market price. This had become
an issue for many people who hold shares in Brierley Investments
Limited (BIL). BIL has shifted its incorporation to Bermuda and its
primary listing to the Singapore Stock Exchange.

Subjecting investments to the FIF rules recognises that following
migration, New Zealand is no longer able to tax the economic
income of the New Zealand shareholders by taxing the company
directly. Instead, the income must be taxed indirectly in the hands of
the shareholders. The only way that the pre-migration and post-
migration income can properly be identified is if market value at the
time of migration is used when calculating post-migration income or
losses. In the case of the BIL move, many shareholders' investments
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were revalued at a much lower price than what they may have paid
several years ago. However, under FIF rules they will be taxed on
the increase in the new value of the shares. Thus, they are taxed on

capital gains they have not necessarily made.

We consider that it is an established tax principle that when assets
move from one set of tax rules to another, they do so at market value.
Submitters noted that when the current FIF rules were introduced in

1992, transitional rules allowed investors to choose whether to apply
the rules on the basis of cost or market value at the time the rules

took effect. They suggest this provides a strong precedent for doing

likewise with the current amendments. We do not agree with this
proposition. An important distinction with the 1992 transitional
rules was that they introduced a fundamentally new way of taxing
foreign income. It was considered appropriate in that context that
transitional rules should be implemented. By contrast, the current
amendments are being made to rules for taxing foreign income that
have now been in place for almost eight years. It is an established
principle that the income accruing in foreign investment funds is
taxed as it arises. Using market value for application of the rules
when a company migrates ensures that only the income or loss
accruing once the company has migrated is brought to account under
the FIF rules. This separate treatment of pre-migration and post-

migration gains and losses ensures consistency with the separate
established policies for taxing shares in resident and non-resident
companies respectively.

Increasing the de minimis exemption

The de minimis threshold is a trigger level of investment that

excludes taxpayers with small interests in foreign entities. Submit-
ters argued that it should be increased from its current level of
$20,000. BIL sought an increase to $100,000 while Price-

waterhouseCoopers sought $50,000. It is appropriate to review the
de minimis threshold in light of the length of time since it was set.

However, any decrease in compliance costs for taxpayers from an
increased threshold must be balanced against potential revenue loss
and the risk that investments up to the threshold are chosen primarily
for their tax advantage. The level of the exemption is a matter of
judgement, however, on balance an increase to $50,000 was seen as
appropriate. BIL informed us that an increase to this level would
exempt all but 400 of its shareholders from the FIF rules. We,
therefore, recommend that a clause be added to reflect this change.
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Officials indicated that the Government supports this change but that
it would review the de minimis rule afresh as part of the review of
the FIF rules.

Increasing the $100,000 deemed rate of return threshold

BIL and PricewaterhouseCoopers noted that the FIF rules as origi-
nally enacted in 1993 established a maximum threshold of $100,000
for use of the deemed rate of return method. This means that natural

persons whose total FIF interests were below $100,000 can elect to
use the deemed rate of return method when calculating FIF income.
This amount has not been increased since that time, despite general
increases in other monetary thresholds contained in the tax legisla-
tion. Consequently, it was proposed that the threshold should be
updated.

We note that the deemed rate of return method is considered to be

the least reliable method for measuring FIF income, which is why
constraints were placed on its use. However, it is the least compli-
cated method, and has the potential for significant compliance cost
savings if it can be employed more readily.

We agree that an increase in the threshold would be appropriate, but
because it provides the least reliable measure of income, considered
it appropriate that its use should remain restricted to some extent.
Exactly what level the threshold should be increased to is a some-
what arbitrary judgement. However, the advisers considered an
increase to $250,000 would be consistent with the aim of reducing
compliance costs while still addressing concerns as to the reliability
of the method for measuring income.

We consider that application from the 1999/2000 income year, con-
sistent with the application dates currently in the bill, would be most
appropriate. This would enable taxpayers who are calculating FIF
income for the first time in the 1999/2000 income year to use the
new threshold for that year.

For taxpayers with existing FIF income, however, the higher thresh-
old will effectively apply only from the 2001/02 income year. This
reflects that these taxpayers have already made decisions on which
method to use to calculate their FIF income or losses. If taxpayers
were now to be able to elect to use the deemed rate of return method

for the 1999/2000 and 2000/01 income years, they would be able to
choose the method that gave them the best tax result for those years.
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We recommend that a clause be added to amend the deemed rate of

return threshold to $250,000.

Application of the de minimis threshold to trustees

BIL and PricewaterhouseCoopers were concerned that it is currently
unclear whether the de minimis threshold applies to trustees.

It is desirable to clarify the law in this area. We recommend that a

clause be added to specifically exclude trustees from the definition
of natural persons. There was concern that taxpayers with large
interests could potentially take advantage of the de minimis rule by
holding their interests through a number of trusts. However, we were

concerned that disallowing trustees from the de minimis exemption
could unfairly disadvantage legitimate family trusts. There was a

suggestion that an associated person definition be enacted to circum-

vent possible avoidance activity. This issue was considered and
discussed by the committee and not resolved. It should be con-

sidered further as part of the proposed review of the FIF rules.
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Appendix

Committee process

The Taxation (FBT, SSCWT and Remedial Matters) Bill was
referred to the committee on 30 March 2000. The closing date for
submissions was 12 May 2000. We received and considered 32 sub-
missions from interested groups and individuals. We heard 13 sub-
missions orally. We heard evidence from the Minister of Revenue
and the Government Actuary when considering the SSCWT section
of the bill. Hearing evidence took six hours and consideration took
three hours.

We received advice from Inland Revenue, The Treasury and our

specialist tax adviser, Therese Turner.

Committee membership

Mark Peck (Chairperson)

Hon Peter Dunne (Deputy Chairperson)
Hon Max Bradford

Clayton Cosgrove
David Cunliffe

Rod Donald

Hon Bill English

Rodney Hide
Luamanuvao Winnie Laban

Rt Hon Winston Peters

John Tamihere

John Wright

Annabel Young
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Key to symbols used in reprinted bill

As reported from a select committee

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

Subject to this Act, Text struck out unanimously
1

New (unanimous)

Subject to this Act,

(Subject to this Act,)

Subject to this Act,

Text inserted unanimously

Words struck out unanimously

Words inserted unanimously
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Title

Commencement

Government Bill

Part 1

Amendments to Income Tax Act 1994

3 Income Tax Act 1994

3A Certain compensation. benefits. and

other payments are gross income

3B Meaning of term "dividends
4 Interpretation
4A What constitutes an interest in a

foreign investment fund
4B Use of alternative methods

4C Deemed rate of return method of

calculation

5 Treatment of circumstances of

entry into or exit from foreign
investment fund regime

5A Meaning of "fringe benefit"
5B Election whether fringe benefit or

dividend

5C Value of fringe benefit
5D Taxable value of fringe benefit

5E Exemption for minor unclassified
benefits

5F Adjustment on amalgamation to

exemption for minor unclassified
benefits

5G Application of other provisions to
fringe benefit tax

5H Use of test period to establish pri-
vate use of motor vehicle

6A New headings and sections CL 3 to
CL 21 inserted

Income tax treatment of withdrawls
of certain amonts from
superannuation funds

CL 3 Application of section CL 4
CL 4 Certain withdrawal amounts

are gross income of superan-
nuation fund

Exceptions

CL 5 Exception for withdrawal on
the grounds of hardship

Contents

11--2

CL 6 Exception for withdrawal to
settle divisions of matrimo-

nial property
CL 7 Exception for withdrawal

paid as an annuity or a

pension

CL 8 Exception for withdrawal
when member ceases

employment
CL 9 Exception for withdrawal

when member ceases

employment-lock in rule
CL 10 Exception for withdrawal

from defined benefit fund

when member ceases

employment

CL 11 Meaning of "ceases
employment"

CL 12 Exception for withdrawal

on partial retirement

Treatment of transfers to or from
superannuation funds and

superannuation schemes

CL 13 Transfer is a withdrawal

CL 14 Treatment of transfer by

superannuation fund to

another superannuation fund
CL 15 Treatment of amounts

transferred from a superan-

nuation scheme to a superan-
nuation fund

CL 16 Treatment of amounts

invested by a superannuation
fund in another superannua-
tion fund

Treatment of amounts when

superannuation fund becomes
superannuation scheme or

vice-versa

CL 17 Treatment of amounts

when superannuation fund
becomes superannuation
scheme
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CL 18 Treatment of amounts

when superannuation fund

becomes foreign superannua-
tion scheme

CL 19 Treatment of amount when

superannuation scheme

becomes superannuation
fund

Treatment of distributions when
superannuation fund winds up

CL 20 Treatment of distributions

on winding up of superannu-
ation fund

Miscellaneous

CL 21 Calculation of amount in

superannuation fund on bal-
ance date immediately before

1 April 2000
6B New sections EN 6 and EN 7

inserted

EN 6 Gross income of superannua-
tion funds from amounts

withdrawn and subject to
section CL 4

EN 7 Gross income of superannua-
tion funds from amounts

withdrawn between 31 July

2000 and 30 September
2000 (both dates inclu-

sive)-superannuation funds
with late balance dates

6C Value of motor vehicle acquired

from associated person
6D Credits and debits arising to branch

equivalent tax account of person

7 Replacement of Part ND

ND 1 Employer' s liability for
fringe benefit tax

ND 2 Election to pay fringe
benefit tax per quarter

ND 3 Attributed fringe benefits

ND 4 Attributed fringe bene-

fits-exception for subsidised
transport

ND 5 Multi-rate calculation for

attributed fringe benefits
ND 6 Calculation of fringe

benefit tax on non-attributed

fringe benefits
ND 7 Definition of cash

remuneration

ND 8 Special rule for employer

who stops employing staff
during an income year

ND 9 Payment of fringe benefit

tax-first 3 quarters of income

year

ND 10 Payment of fringe benefit

tax-final quarter of income

year

ND 11 Payment of fringe benefit

tax-no fringe benefit pro-

vided during quarter

ND 12 Special filing rule for
employer who stops employ-

ing staff during a year
ND 13 Payment of fringe benefit

tax on annual basis for

employees who are not

shareholder-employees

ND 14 Payment of fringe benefit

tax on income year basis for

shareholder-employees

ND 15 Change in period for which
fringe benefit tax payable

ND 16 Amendment to thresholds

for fringe benefit categories

by Order in Council

10 - Specified superannuation contribu-

tion withholding tax imposed
11 New section NE 2AA inserted

NE 2AA Employee election that

specified superannuation

contributions be subject to

higher rate of specified

superannuation contribution

withholding tax

11A Specified superannuation contribu-

tion withholding tax to be deducted

12 Tax deemed for certain purposes to

have been received by superannua-
tion fund

12A New subpart EA inserted

Subpart EA-Tax on certain

withdrawals from superannuation
funds

NEA 1 Recovery of tax paid by

superannuation fund

13 Definitions

13A References to income years in par-

ticular provisions
14 Schedule 1-Basic rates of income

tax and specified superannuation

contribution withholding tax
14A Schedule 2-Fringe benefit values
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16B

15

16

16A

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

Part 2

Tax Administration Act 1994

Tax Administration Act 1994

Interpretation
New sections 32A to 32C inserted

32A Records to be provided by
employer who contributes to

superannuation fund

32B Certification requirements for

withdrawals subject to
section CL 4 of Income Tax

Act 1994

32C Certification requirements for

transfers from superannua-
tion funds

Special returns by taxpayers affec-

ted by reduced deductions under
Income Tax Act 1994

17

18

19

20

Part 1 cl 3 A

Definitions

Amount in nature of interest to be

added to fringe benefit tax paid on
annual or income year basis
New section 165AA inserted

165AA Recovery of tax paid by

superannuation fund

Obligation to pay tax on foreign
investment fund income able to be

suspended

Part 3

Amendments to Goods and Services Tax

Act 1985

21 Goods and Services Tax Act 1985

22 Adjustments

The Parliament of New Zealand enacts as follows:

3A

(1)

Title

This Act is the Taxation (FBT, SSCWT and Remedial Matters) Act 2000.

Commencement

This Act comes into force on the date on which it receives the

Royal assent.

Part 1

Amendments to Income Tax Act 1994

Income Tax Act 1994

This Part amends the Income Tax Act 19941.

11994, No 164

Amendments: 1994, Nos 165, 166: 1995. Nos 18,21,71,73,79,82; 1996,

Nos 17.24,27,50.58,67,68,82,85.142,159; 1997, Nos 9,25,59,74: 1998.

Nos 7, 101. 107; 1999. Nos 59, 62, 98, 143

New (unanimous)

Certain compensation, benefits, and other payments are
gross income

In section CC 1 (1)(bb), "(as it read immediately before its

repeal by section 7 of the Accident Insurance Amendment Act

3

5

10

1

1 1
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Part 1 cl 3A

(2)

3B

(1)

(2)

4

(1)

(2)

4A

(1)

(2)

4B

(1)

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

2000)" is replaced by "section 188(1)(a) of the Accident
Insurance Act 1998 (as it read immediately before its repeal
by section 7 of the Accident Insurance Amendment Act

2000)".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 July 2000. 5

Meaning of term "dividends"
In section CF 2(11)(b)(ii), "section ND 4" is replaced by
"section ND 14".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

Interpretation 10
After section CG 14(1)(c), the following is inserted:

"(ca) if the property is an interest in an entity that becomes a

foreign entity after the date on which the interest is

acquired, the cost or expenditure incurred in acquiring
the interest is the market value of the property at the end 15
of the business day on which the entity became a for-

eign entity; and".

Subsection (1) applies to the 1999-2000 and subsequent income
years.

New (unanimous)

What constitutes an interest in a foreign investment 20
fund

In section CG 15(2)(d)-

(a) "natural person" is replaced by "natural person, other
than in that person' s capacity as a trustee,":

(b) "$20,000" is replaced by "$50,000". 25

Subsection (1) applies to the 1999-2000 and subsequent
income years.

Use of alternative methods

In section CG 17(3)(b) and CG 17(9)(b)(iii)(A), "$100,000"
is replaced by "$250,000". 30

1 1

1

1 1

1



Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

Part 1 cl 5

(2) Subsection (1) applies to the 1999-2000 and subsequent
income years.

4C Deemed rate of return method of calculation

( 1 ) In section CG 19(2) and CG 19(3), "$100,000" is replaced by
"$250,000". 5

(2) Subsection (1) applies to the 1999-2000 and subsequent
income years.

5 Treatment of circumstances of entry into or exit from
foreign investment fund regime

(1) After section CG 23(7), the following is inserted: 10

"(7A) If a person holds property that becomes an interest in a fund
due to an entity becoming a foreign entity, the person is
treated as having-

"(a) disposed of the property to an unrelated person immedi-
ately before the entity became a foreign entity; and 15

"(b) reacquired the property immediately after the entity

became a foreign entity.

"(7B) The consideration for the disposition is the market value of the

property at the end of the business day on which the entity
became a foreign entity. 20

"(7C) The consideration for the reacquisition is treated as being the
same amount as the consideration for the disposition.

"(7D) If subsection (7A) applies and the person uses the accounting
profits method after the entity becomes a foreign entity, sub-

section (7) applies as if- 25

"(a) the property had become an interest in the fund as a

result of any one of the paragraphs in section CG 15(2)
ceasing to apply; and

"(b) section CG 12 did not apply."

(2) Subsection (1) applies to the 1999-2000 and subsequent income 30
years.

5

1 1

1 1
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5B

(1)

Part 1 cl 5A

5A

(1)

(2)

(2)

5C

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

5D

(1)

(2)

5E

(1)

(2)

(3)

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

Meaning of " fringe benefit"
In section CI 1, "section ND 4" is replaced by "section ND 14"
in all places where it occurs.

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

Election whether fringe benefit or dividend 5

In section CI 2A(4), "section ND 4" is replaced by "section
ND 14".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

Value of fringe benefit

In section CI 3(1)(a), in item 2, "Schedule 2" is replaced by 10
"Schedule 2, Part A".

In section CI 3(1)(b), "section ND 3" is replaced by "section
ND 13".

In section CI 3, "section ND 4" is replaced by "section ND 14"

in all places where it occurs. 15

Subsections (1) to (3) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

Taxable value of fringe benefit
In section CI 4-

(a) "section ND 3" is replaced by "section ND 13" in both

places where it occurs: 20
(b) "section ND 4" is replaced by "section ND 14" in all

places where it occurs:
(c) "Schedule 2" is replaced by "Schedule 2, Part A" in all

places where it occurs.

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000. 25

Exemption for minor unclassified benefits

In section CI 5(2)(b), "section ND 3" is replaced by "section
ND 13".

In section CI 5, "section ND 4" is replaced by "section ND 14"
in all places where it occurs. 30

Subsections (1) and (2) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

1 1

1 1



5¥

(1)

(2)

(3)

5G

(1)

(2)

5H

(1)

(2)

(3)

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

Part 1 cl 6

Adjustment on amalgamation to exemption for minor
unclassified benefits

In section CI 7(a) and CI 7(b), "section ND 2" is replaced by
"sections NO 9 and NO 10".

In section CI 7(c), "section ND 3" is replaced by "section 5
ND 13".

Subsections (1) and (2) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

Application of other provisions to fringe benefit tax

In section CI 8, "section ND 4" is replaced by "section ND 14" .

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000. 10

Use of test period to establish private use of motor
vehicle

In section CI 11(4), "section ND 2" and "section ND 3" are

replaced by "sections ND 9 and ND 10" and "section ND 13"
respectively. 15

In section CI 11(5), "section ND 4" is replaced by "section
ND 14".

Subsections (1) and (2) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

6 New sections inserted

(1) After section CL 2, the following is inserted: 20

"CL 3 Certain withdrawal amounts gross income of

superannuation fund

"(1) 15.15% of an amount withdrawn by a member of a superannu-

ation fund or by another person to provide a benefit, whether

directly or indirectly, to a member of a superannuation fund is 25
gross income of the superannuation fund if the superannuation
fund is-

"(a) one to which an employer of the member has made

specified superannuation contributions; or

7

1 1

1
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Part 1 cl 6
Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

Struck out (unanimous)
1 1

"(b) one that has received a transfer from another superan-
nuation fund, being a transfer to which section CL 5
applies.

"(2) An amount withdrawn means money withdrawn or, if money
is not withdrawn, the market value of the withdrawal. 5

"(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to a withdrawal of an amount
that existed in a superannuation fund before 1 April 2000.

"(4) If part of an amount withdrawn is employer contributions to
superannuation savings and the trustee of the superannuation
fund can establish the amount of employer contributions to 10
superannuation savings withdrawn, subsection (1) only applies
to the employer contributions to superannuation savings
withdrawn.

"CL 4 Extended meaning of withdrawal
"(1) An amount borrowed by a member of a superannuation fund 15

is treated as being an amount withdrawn for the purpose of
section CL 3 if-

"(a) the member of the fund borrows against their interest in
the fund; and

"(b) the rate of interest on the amount borrowed is at any 20
time less than the rate of interest set out in the Income

Tax (Fringe Benefit Tax, Interest on Loans) Regula-

tions for the time being in force.

"(2) For the purpose of subsection (1), an amount borrowed is treated
as being withdrawn on the first day on which the rate of 25
interest on the amount borrowed falls below the rate of

interest set out in the Income Tax (Fringe Benefit Tax, Interest
on Loans) Regulations for the time being in force.

"(3) Section CL 3 does not apply to withdrawals made on or after
the date an employee ceases employment unless- 30
"(a) for either of the 2 years before the date on which the

employee ceases employment, the specified superannu-
ation contributions made in a year on behalf of the

employee are 50% of, or more than 50% of, the speci-
fied superannuation contributions made in the previous 35
year, in which case section CL 3 applies; or
1 1



Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters) Part 1 cl 6

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(b) the employee is employed for less than 2 years, in
which case section CL 3 applies.

"(4) Section CL 3 does not apply to a withdrawal to the extent that
the withdrawal is necessary to alleviate significant hardship.

"(5) In this section, hardship includes permanent physical or 5
mental incapacity of such an extent to affect the member' s
ability to earn income in the future.

"CL 5 Withdrawals made and transferred to another

superannuation fund

"(1) Section CL 3 does not apply to a withdrawal that is transferred 10
by a superannuation fund to another superannuation fund,
other than a defined benefit fund as defined in section CL 8(2),
even if the withdrawal would otherwise be subject to section CL
3 by virtue of section CL 4(3).

" (2) Despite subsections (3) and (4), if an amount is trans ferred to 15
another superannuation fund as a result of an employee ceas-
ing employment, section CL 3 does not apply if the employee
subsequently withdraws all or part of the amount transferred.

"(3) If an amount is transferred to another superannuation fund, the
amount of employer contributions to superannuation savings 20
transferred is treated as being employer contributions to
superannuation savings in the other superannuation fund if the
superannuation fund transferring the amount can establish the
amount of employer contributions to superannuation savings
and notifies the other superannuation fund of this amount. 25

"(4) If the superannuation fund transferring the amount cannot
establish the amount of employer contributions to superannu-
ation savings, all of the amount transferred is employer contri-
butions to superannuation savings.

"CL 6 Application of section CL 3 30
"(1) Section CL 3 does not apply to a withdrawal made before

1 October 2000 if an employer-
1

9
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10

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(a) does not increase the amount of specified superannua-
tion contributions made to a superannuation fund dur-
ing the period from 1 April 2000 to 30 September 2000
(both dates inclusive); and

" (b) elects under section NE 2AA to pay the higher rate of 5
specified superannuation contribution withholding tax
on specified superannuation contributions on and after
1 October 2000.

"(2) Section CL 3 applies to a withdrawal made on or after 1 April
2000 and before 1 October 2000 if subsection (1) does not 10

apply.

"(3) For the purpose of subsection (1), an employer is not treated as

increasing the amount of specified superannuation contribu-

tions made to a superannuation fund if-

"(a) the increase is required by a trust deed or a contract, or 15
an amendment to a trust deed or a contract and the

increase is a requirement that existed before 1 April
2000; or

"(b) the amount of specified superannuation contributions
have increased even though as a percentage of salary 20
the percentage has not changed.

"CL 7 Treatment of withdrawal amount if employer elects to

pay higher rate of SSCWT

"(1) Section CL 3 does not apply to a withdrawal to the extent that

the specified superannuation contributions withdrawn have 25
been subject to the rate of specified superannuation contribu-
tion withholding tax set out in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a).

"(2) If an employer cannot establish the extent to which the speci-
fied superannuation contributions withdrawn have been sub-
ject to the rate of specified superannuation contribution with- 30
holding tax set out in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a),

section CL 3 applies to the entire amount of the withdrawal.

1 1
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Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"CL 8 Treatment of withdrawal amount if superannuation
fund is a defined benefit fund

"(1) Section CL 3 does not apply to a withdrawal from a defined
benefit fund.

"(2) For the purpose of subsection (1) and section CL 5(1), a defined 5
benefit fund is the Government Superannuation Fund estab-
lished by the Government Superannuation Fund Act 1956 or a
fund that has the following features-
" (a) an employer makes specified superannuation contribu-

tions that are not readily identifiable as being attributa- 10
ble to an individual member, other than minor specified
superannuation contributions made to administer the
fund; and

"(b) a member's return is based on a pre-determined formula
that relates the return to- 15

"(i) the length of the member' s employment; or
"(ii) the member's final average salary, over one or

more years; or

"(iii) the member's salary as it was in one or more
years before the date on which the member 20
ceased employment; and

./

(c) a member' s benefit arising from the specified superan-
nuation contributions is only payable as a pension.

"(3) If a superannuation fund has separate sections, whether or not
specified as separate sections, and one or more but not all 25
sections satisfy the defined benefit fund definition, sub-
section (1) applies to the sections that satisfy the definition as
if they were separate superannuation funds.

"CL 9 Treatment of withdrawal amount on winding up of
superannuation fund 30
Section CL 3 applies to a withdrawal when a superannuation
fund is wound up."

(2) Subsection (1) applies to a withdrawal from a superannuation

fund made on or after 1 April 2000.
1 1

11
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

6A New headings and sections CL 3 to CL 21 inserted
(1) After section CL 2, the following is inserted:

"Income tax treatment of withdrawals of certain amounts
from superannuation funds

"CL 3 Application of section CL 4 5

"(1) Section CL 4 does not apply to the following withdrawals in
respect of a person' s membership in a superannuation fund:
"(a) a withdrawal of an amount that exists in the superannu-

ation fund at the close of business on 31 March 2000, or

if section CL 21 applies, on the fund' s balance date that 10
immediately precedes 1 April 2000:

"(b) a withdrawal of earnings on the amount that exists in a
superannuation fund at the close of business on
31 March 2000, or if section CL 21 applies, on the fund' s
balance date that immediately precedes 1 April 2000: 15

"(c) a withdrawal of member contributions to the superan-
nuation fund:

"(d) a withdrawal of employer contributions to superannua-
tion savings if the level of specified superannuation
contributions made by the employer on a member' s 20
behalf on and after 1 April 2000 has not increased from

the level of specified superannuation contributions
made in the last pay period ending before 1 April 2000:

" (e) a withdrawal for superannuation fund administration
costs: 25

"(f) a withdrawal for the payment of premiums for group
life, health, sickness or accident insurance held by or on
behalf of a member in the superannuation fund:

64 /

(g) a withdrawal for the payment of premiums for individ-
ual life, health, sickness or accident insurance held by 30
or on behalf of a member in the superannuation fund:

"(h) a withdrawal to pay an amount claimed in respect of a
member under insurance specified in paragraphs (f) or (g):

"(i) the direct transfer of an amount from a superannuation
fund to another superannuation fund: 35

"(j) the direct transfer to another superannuation fund of an
amount from a superannuation fund that is wound up.

1 1

1 1
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New (unanimous)

Part 1 cl 6A

"(2) An amount that exists in a superannuation fund at the close of
business on 31 March 2000, or if section CL 21 applies, on the

fund' s balance date that immediately precedes 1 April 2000, is
calculated according to market value.

"(3) An amount in a superannuation fund at the close of business 5
on 31 March 2000, or if section CL 21 applies, on the fund' s
balance date that immediately precedes 1 April 2000 (the
fund' s balance date), includes specified superannuation con-
tributions received after 31 March or the fund's balance date,

if the contributions relate to a pay period ending on or before 10
31 March or the fund' s balance date.

"(4) An employer is not treated as increasing the level of specified
superannuation contributions to a superannuation fund if-
" (a) the increase is required by a trust deed or a contract, or

an amendment to a trust deed or a contract, and the 15

increase is a requirement that existed before 1 April
2000; or

"(b) the level of specified superannuation contributions
since the last pay period ending before 1 April 2000 has
not changed as a percentage of salary. 20

"(5) An employer is not treated as increasing the level of specified
superannuation contributions made to a superannuation fund
to the extent that the employer makes additional specified
superannuation contributions on the member's behalf to make
up for underpaid specified superannuation contributions. 25

"(6) In this section, superannuation fund administration costs
means fees and expenses associated with the management and
marketing of the superannuation fund.

"CL 4 Certain withdrawal amounts are gross income of
superannuation fund 30

"(1) This section applies to an amount withdrawn in respect of a
person' s membership in a superannuation fund if the fund is-
"(a) one to which the member' s employer has made speci-

fied superannuation contributions on the member' s
behalf; or 35

13

1
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"(b) one that has received a transfer from another superan-
nuation fund in respect of the member.

"(2) Part of the amount withdrawn is gross income of the superan-
nuation fund and the gross income is calculated using the
formula: 5

0.05 x amount withdrawn

tax rate

"where
"tax rate is the basic rate of income tax stated in Sched-

ule 1, Part A, clause 4. 10

"(3) Subsection (4) applies if in any of the 4 income years before
the income year in which the withdrawal is made, the total of
the member' s taxable income and their employer' s specified
superannuation contributions to the fund on their behalf was
less than $60,000. 15

"(4) A superannuation fund may reduce its gross income resulting
from the withdrawal by 25 % for each income year in which
the criterion set out in subsection (3) is met.

"(5) An amount withdrawn means money withdrawn or, if money
is not withdrawn, the market value of the withdrawal on the 20
date of the withdrawal.

"(6) If part of an amount withdrawn is employer contributions to
superannuation savings and the trustee of the superannuation
fund can establish the amount of employer contributions to
superannuation savings withdrawn, subsections (1) and (2) only 25
apply to the employer contributions to superannuation savings
withdrawn.

" Exceptions

"CL 5 Exception for withdrawal on the grounds of hardship
"(1) Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal to the extent that 30

the withdrawal is necessary to alleviate significant financial
hardship.

"(2) In this section, significant financial hardship includes signif-
icant financial difficulties that arise because of-

1 1

1
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New (unanimous)

Part 1 cl 6A

a member' s inability to carry out his or her usual occu-
pation because of temporary illness, injury or disability,
or permanent illness, injury or disability:
a member' s inability to meet minimum living expenses:
a member' s inability to meet mortgage repayments on 5
their principal family residence to such an extent that
the mortgagee is seeking to foreclose:
the cost of modifying a residence to meet special needs
arising from a disability of a member or a member' s
dependant: 10
the cost of medical treatment for an illness or injury of a

member or a member' s dependant:
the cost of palliative care for a member or a member's
dependant:
the cost of a funeral for a deceased member or a mem- 15

ber' s dependant.

"CL 6 Exception for withdrawal to settle divisions of
matrimonial property

Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal to the extent that
the withdrawal is necessary to settle the division of matrimo- 20
nial property under the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 upon
the separation of spouses or upon the dissolution of a marriage
under the Family Proceedings Act 1980.

"CL 7 Exception for withdrawal paid as an annuity or a
pension 25

Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal if the amount
withdrawn is-

"(a) used to purchase an annuity that is payable for life or
over 10 or more years; or

"(b) payable as an annuity for life or over 10 or more years; 30
or

"(c) payable as a pension for life or over 10 or more years.

15

1
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"CL 8 Exception for withdrawal when member ceases
employment

"(1) Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal made on or after
the date on which a member ceases employment with an
employer if the member ceases employment because they are 5
injured or disabled, or die.

"(2) Subsection (3) applies if-
"(a) a member is employed for 2 years or more; and

"(b) in either of the 2 income years ending on or before the

date on which the member ceases employment, the 10

specified superannuation contributions made in the
income year on behalf of the member are not 150% or

more of the specified superannuation contributions
made in the previous income year; and

"(c) in the income year in which the member ceases employ- 15

ment, the annualised value of specified superannuation
contributions made in the income year are not 150% or

more of the specified superannuation contributions
made in the previous income year.

"(3) Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal made- 20
"(a) on or after the date on which a member ceases employ-

ment with an employer; or

"(b) shortly before the date on which the member ceases

employment in anticipation of the member's ceasing
employment. 25

"(4) An employer is not treated as making specified superannua-
tion contributions to a superannuation fund that are 150% or

more of the specified superannuation contributions made in
the previous income year if-

"(a) the increase occurs before 1 April 2000; or 30

"(b) the increase is required by a trust deed or a contract, or
an amendment to a trust deed or a contract, and the

increase is a requirement that existed before 1 April
2000; or

1 1
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"(c) the employer starts making specified superannuation
contributions on a member' s behal f in accordance with

a contract, or an amendment to a contract, that was

signed before 1 April 2000; or

" (d) the level of specified superannuation contributions 5
since the last pay period ending before 1 April 2000 has
not changed as a percentage of salary.

"(5) An employer is not treated as making specified superannua-

tion contributions to a superannuation fund that are 150% or
more of the specified superannuation contributions made in 10
the previous income year to the extent that the employer
makes additional specified superannuation contributions on a
member's behalf to make up for underpaid specified superan-
nuation contributions.

"(6) If a withdrawal is made on or after the date on which a 15

member ceases employment with an employer and neither of

subsections (1) or (3) apply, section CL 4 applies only to the
withdrawal of an amount equal to employer contributions to

superannuation savings calculated for the period beginning on
the first day of the income year that starts 2 income years 20

before the date on which the member ceases employment and

ending on the date of withdrawal.

"(7) In subsections (1), (3) and (6), withdrawal means a withdrawal

of amounts contributed to a superannuation fund during the
time a member is employed by the employer with whom the 25

member is ceasing employment, and any return on those
amounts.

"CL 9 Exception for withdrawal when member ceases

employment-lock in rule

"(1) Subsection (2) applies if- 30
66 /

la) a member ceases employment with an employer; and
"(b) the member defers for 2 years after the date on which

the member ceases employment the receipt of an

amount that, if withdrawn, would be subject to section

CL 4. 35

17
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

1 1

"(2) Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal of the amount if it
is made 2 years after the date on which the member ceases

employment.

"CL 10 Exception for withdrawal from defined benefit fund
when member ceases employment 5

"(1) Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal made from a
defined benefit fund-
./

Ca) on or after the date on which a member ceases employ-

ment with an employer irrespective of the member' s

length of service; or 10
"(b) shortly before the date on which the member ceases

employment in anticipation of the member' s ceasing
employment irrespective of the member' s length of
service.

"(2) In this section, withdrawal means a withdrawal of amounts 15

contributed to a defined benefit fund during the time a member

is employed by the employer with whom the member is ceas-
ing employment, and any return on those amounts.

"CL 11 Meaning of uceases employment"

"(1) This section applies for the purpose of sections CL 8, CL 9 and 20
CL 10.

"(2) A member is not treated as ceasing employment with an
employer if the member transfers from one employer

(employer A) to a related employer.

"(3) An employer (employer B) is a related employer if employer 25
B is treated as a separate employer from employer A and is-
"(a) a branch or division of employer A; or
"(b) a person associated with employer A.

"CL 12 Exception for withdrawal on partial retirement
"(1) Section CL 4 does not apply to a withdrawal made on or after 30

the date on which a member partially retires, if, on the date the
withdrawal is made-

"(a) the member is employed for 30 hours per week or less;
and

1
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"(b) the member has reduced their working hours because
the member is nearing full retirement; and

"(c) the member gives notice, in writing, to the trustees of
the superannuation fund that they do not intend to
increase their hours in paid employment in the future; 5
and

"(d) the member stops contributing to a superannuation
fund; and

"(e) the member' s employer stops making specified super-
annuation contributions to a superannuation fund on the 10
member' s behalf.

"(2) A member' s notice to the trustees of the superannuation fund
must-

"(a) provide a statement that the member's employer under-
stands that the member' s hours in paid employment in 15
the future will not increase; and

"(b) be signed by the member' s employer to indicate that
this is the employer's understanding.

"(3) A member who makes a withdrawal after giving notice, in
writing, to the trustees of the superannuation fund that they do 20
not intend to increase their hours in paid employment in the
future is not required to give notice for each subsequent with-
drawal if their intention has not changed.

"Treatment of transfers to or from superannuation funds and
superannuation schemes 15

"CL 13 Transfer is a withdrawal

An amount that is transferred directly by a superannuation
fund to another superannuation fund or to a superannuation
scheme is a withdrawal.

"CL 14 Treatment of transfer by superannuation fund to 30
another superannuation fund

"(1) An amount transferred by a superannuation fund to another
superannuation fund, not being a defined benefit fund, retains
its nature in the transferee fund if the trustees of the transferor

19
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New (unanimous)

fund, or a member' s past or present employer, notify the
transferee fund of the nature of the amount transferred.

" (2) If the trustees of the transferor fund or a member' s past or
present employer do not notify the transferee fund of the
nature of the amount transferred, the amount transferred is 5

treated as being employer contributions to superannuation

savings in the transferee fund.

"(3) Amounts to which section CL 3(1)(a), CL 3(1)(b) and CL 3(1)(c) apply
that are transferred by a superannuation fund to a defined
benefit fund retain their nature in the defined benefit fund if 10

the trustees of the superannuation fund notify the defined
benefit fund of these amounts.

" (4) If the trustees of the superannuation fund do not notify the
defined benefit fund of the amounts to which section CL 3(1)(a),

CL 3(1)(b) and CL 3(1)(c) apply, section CL 4 applies to the amount 15
transferred when withdrawn from the defined benefit fund,

unless any one of sections CL 5 to CL 12 apply.

"CL 15 Treatment of amounts transferred from a

superannuation scheme to a superannuation fund

An amount transferred directly from a superannuation scheme 20
to a superannuation fund is treated as being member contribu-

tions in the superannuation fund.

"CL 16 Treatment (if amounts invested by a superannuation
fund in another superannuation fund

"(1) If a superannuation fund (superannuation fund A) is a member 25
of another superannuation fund (superannuation fund B)-
"(a) superannuation fund A's investment in superannuation

fund B and a withdrawal of an amount in relation to

superannuation fund A' s investment are not transfers;
and 30

"(b) a withdrawal of an amount in relation to superannuation
fund A's investment in superannuation fund B is not a
withdrawal to which section CL 4 applies.

1

1
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.

(2) If a superannuation fund is a member of a superannuation
scheme, the fund' s investment in the scheme and any with-
drawals by the fund in relation to that investment are not
transfers.

"Treatment of amounts when superannuation fund becomes 5
superannuation scheme or vice-versa

"CL 17 Treatment of amounts when superannuation fund

becomes superannuation scheme
..

(1) If a superannuation fund becomes a superannuation scheme,

not being a foreign superannuation scheme- 10
"(a) amounts that exist in the fund at the time it becomes a

superannuation scheme retain their nature; and
"(b) sections CL 3 to CL 21, EN 6, EN 7, NEA 1 of this Act and

sections 32A, 328 and 32C of the Tax Administration Act

1994 apply to a withdrawal from the superannuation 15

scheme as if the scheme were a superannuation fund.

"(2) The amounts that exist in the superannuation fund at the time

it becomes a superannuation scheme are calculated according
to market value.

"CL 18 Treatment of amounts when superannuation fund 20
becomes foreign superannuation scheme

If a superannuation fund becomes a foreign superannuation
scheme, all amounts that exist in the superannuation fund are
treated as being withdrawn immediately before the fund

becomes a foreign superannuation scheme. 25

"CL 19 Treatment of amount when superannuation scheme

becomes superannuation fund

If a superannuation scheme becomes a superannuation fund,
all amounts that exist in the superannuation scheme at the time
it becomes a superannuation fund are treated as being member 30

contributions to the superannuation fund.

21
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New (unanimous)

"Treatment of distributions when superannuation fund
winds up

"CL 20 Treatment of distributions on winding up of

superannuation fund

When a superannuation fund is wound up, a distribution in 5
respect of a person's membership is treated as being a
withdrawal.

"Miscellaneous

"CL 21 Calculation of amount in superannuation fund on

balance date immediately before 1 April 2000 10
For the purpose of section CL 3, a trustee of a superannuation
fund may calculate the amount that exists in the fund on the

fund's balance date that immediately precedes 1 April 2000."

(2) Subsection (1) applies to a withdrawal from a superannuation

fund on or after 31 July 2000. 15

6B New sections EN 6 and EN 7 inserted

(1) After section EN 5, the following is inserted:

"EN 6 Gross income of superannuation funds from amounts
withdrawn and subject to section CL 4

"(1) The part of the amount withdrawn that is gross income of a 20
superannuation fund under section CL 4 is derived in the income

year following the income year in which the withdrawal is
made.

"(2) Subsection (1) does not apply when a superannuation fund

winds up or becomes a foreign superannuation scheme. 25

"(3) When a superannuation fund winds up or becomes a foreign

superannuation scheme, the part of the amount withdrawn that
is gross income of the superannuation fund under section CL 4 is
derived in the income year in which the withdrawal is made.

1

1
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"EN 7 Gross income of superannuation funds from amounts
withdrawn between 31 July 2000 and 30 September 2000

(both dates inclusive)-superannuation funds with late
balance dates

If a superannuation fund has a late balance date and derives 5
gross income from a withdrawal to which section CL 4 applies

during the period from 31 July 2000 to 30 September 2000
(both dates inclusive), the gross income is treated as being
derived in the 2001-2002 income year."

(2) New section EN 6 applies to gross income derived in the 10
2000-2001 and subsequent income years.

(3) New section EN 7 applies to a withdrawal from a superannua-
tion fund on or after 31 July 2000.

Value of motor vehicle acquired from associated person
In section GC 16- 15

(a) "Schedule 2" is replaced by "Schedule 2, Part A":
(b) "section ND 4" is replaced by "section ND 14".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

Credits and debits arising to branch equivalent tax
account of person 20

In section MF 13(2), "item d" is replaced by "item b".

Subsection (1) applies on and after the date this Act receives
the Royal assent.

7 (Replacement of section ND 1 and new sections inserted)
Replacement of Part ND 25

(1) (Section ND 1) Part ND is replaced by:

"ND 1 Employer's liability for fringe benefit tax
"(1) Subject to section CI 5, an employer who has provided or

granted a fringe benefit to an employee is liable to pay a
special tax by way of an income tax to be known as fringe 30
benefit tax.

23
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"(2) An employer must do one of the following-
"(a) elect to pay fringe benefit tax at the rate of either 49% or

64% of the taxable value of a fringe benefit for the first
(three) 1 quarters of an income year in accordance
with (section ND 1A) section ND 2 and pay fringe benefit tax 5
for the final quarter in accordance with both (sections

ND 18 and ND 10) sections ND 5 and ND 6; or

"(b) pay fringe benefit tax at the rate of 64% of the taxable

value of a fringe benefit for the first (three) 3 quarters of
Can income) a year and either- 10
"(i) pay fringe benefit tax for the final quarter in

accordance with both lsections ND 18 and ND 1 [A

sections ND 5 and ND 6; or

"(ii) pay fringe benefit tax for the final quarter at the
rate of 64% of the taxable value of a fringe bene- 15
fit; or

"(c) if the employer pays fringe benefit tax on either an
annual or an income year basis under lsection ND 3 or

section ND 41 section ND 13 or section ND 14 respectively,
either- 20

"(i) apply (sections ND 1C and ND 18) sections ND 5 and
ND 6 to a year, calculate (the fringe benefit tax on
the fringe benefits provided or granted in that
year) and pay the resulting fringe benefit tax
liability; or 25

"(ii) pay fringe benefit tax at the rate of 64% of the
taxable value of a fringe benefit.

"(3) An employer who applies subsection (2)(c)(i) must apply (sec-

tions ND 1 C and ND 1 D) sections ND 5 and ND 6 as if references to

the final quarter of the (income year were read as being to the 30

income year) year were read as being to the year, or the
income year, as the case may be.

"(ND lA) ND 2 Election to pay fringe benefit tax per quarter
"(1) An employer may elect to pay fringe benefit tax at the rate of

49% of the taxable value of a fringe benefit provided or 35
granted to an employee for any one or all of the first 3 quarters
of (an income) a year.

"(2) An employer must pay fringe benefit tax at the rate of 64% of
the taxable value of a fringe benefit provided or granted to an
employee for any of the first 3 quarters of the (income) year 40
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for which the employer does not pay fringe benefit tax at the
rate of 49%.

"(3) An employer makes an election under this section by filing a
return and paying fringe benefit tax at the rate elected.

New (unanimous)

"(3A) An election is irrevocable.

"(4) Despite subsection (1), an employer must pay fringe benefit tax
at the rate of 64% of the taxable value of a fringe benefit
provided or granted to an employee for the lquarter beginning
1 April 20001 quarters beginning 1 April 2000 and 1 July
2000. 10

"ND (18) 3 Attributed fringe benefits
"(1) For each (income year) year, or income year, as the case may

§, an employer must attribute the following fringe benefits to
the employee to whom the fringe benefit is provided or
granted: 15

"(a) a benefit to which any one of paragraphs (a), (b) or (c)
of section CI 1 applies; and

" (b) a benefit with a taxable value of (more than $1,0001

$1,000 or more per category per year to which any one
of paragraphs (d) to ((h)) ig) (inclusive) of section CI 1 20
lapplies.'i applies; and

New (unanimous)

"(c) a benefit with a taxable value of $2,000 or more per year
to which section CI 1 (h) applies.

"(2) If an employer provides or grants a fringe benefit to more than
one employee and the fringe benefit is one that must be attrib- 25
uted under subsection (1), the employer must attribute the fringe
benefit to the employee who principally uses, enjoys or
receives the fringe benefit during a quarter, or if the employer
is one to whom section ND 14 applies, during an income year or
to the employee to whom the fringe benefit is principally 30
available for private use or enjoyment during a quarter, or if

25

5
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the employer is one to whom section ND 14 applies, during an

income year.

"(3) An employer who cannot determine which employee princi-
pally uses, enjoys or receives a fringe benefit must pool the
fringe benefit under (section AID 10 section ND 6. 5

New (unanimous)

"(3A) Subsection (4) applies if an employer provides or grants a
fringe benefit to an employee and the fringe benefit-
"(a) has a taxable value of less than $1,000 per category per

year to which any one of paragraphs (d) to (g) (inclu-
sive) of section CI 1 applies; or 10

"(b) has a taxable value of less than $2,000 per category per
year to which section CI 1 (h) applies.

"(4) An employer (who provides or grants a fringe benefit with a
taxable value of less than $1,000 per category per year to an
employee) must either- 15

"(a) attribute the fringe benefit as if it were a benefit to
which subsection (1)(b), or as the case may be, subsection

(1)(c) applies; or

"(b) pool the fringe benefit in accordance with (section ND 10)

section ND 6. 20

"(5) If an employer attributes a fringe benefit in the manner
allowed by subsection (4)(a), the employer must attribute all
fringe benefits that have an annual taxable value of less than
$1,000 or, as the case may be, $2,000 that fall within that

fringe benefit category. 25
"(6) For the purpose of subsection (1), each of paragraphs (d) to (h)

of section CI 1 is a fringe benefit category.

New (unanimous)

"ND 4 Attributed fringe benefits-exception for subsidised
transport

Despite section ND 3(1), an employer may pool a fringe benefit 30
with a taxable value of $1,000 or more per year to which
section CI 1 (d) applies if-

"(a) the employer is not a close company; and

1 1

1

1 1

1 1
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"(b) all of the employer's employees have the same or simi-
lar entitlement to the fringe benefit.

"ND (1 C) 5 Multi-rate calculation for attributed fringe
benefits

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(1) An employer who must attribute a fringe benefit must- 5
"(a) calculate the cash remuneration the employer pays to

the employee to whom the fringe benefit is attributed;
and

"(b) for the final quarter of the income year, calculate fringe
benefit tax at the rate of- 10

"(i) 27% of the annual taxable value of the fringe
benefit, if the employee' s cash remuneration for
the income year is not more than $38,000; and

"(ii) 49% of the annual taxable value of the fringe
benefit, if the employee' s cash remuneration for 15
the income year is more than $38,000 but not
more than $60,000; and

"(iii) 64% of the annual taxable value of the fringe
benefit, if the employee's cash remuneration for
the income year is more than $60,000. 20

(2) An employer must apply this section according to the cash
remuneration of an employee who is a major shareholder if-
"(a) the employer provides or grants a fringe benefit to an

associate of the employee who is a major shareholder;
and 25

"(b) the fringe benefit is not received by the associate as an
employee of the employer.

27
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New (unanimous)

An employer who attributes a fringe benefit to an employee
who is not a major shareholder must calculate the employee's
fringe benefit inclusive cash remuneration according to the
formula:

"cash remuneration - tax on cash remuneration + taxable 5

value of fringe benefit

"where
"cash is the cash remuneration determined under

remuneration section ND 7: 10

"tax on cash is the tax calculated using the basic rates of
remuneration tax for every $1 of taxable income set out

in Schedule 1, Part B, as if the cash

remuneration were taxable income, the

only taxable income received by the 15

employee and any rebate of tax allowed
under section KC 1 were taken into

account:

"taxable value is the taxable value of all fringe benefits

of fringe bene- attributed to the employee in the income 20
fit year.

An employer who attributes a fringe benefit to an employee
who is a major shareholder must calculate the employee' s
fringe benefit inclusive cash remuneration according to the
formula: 25
"cash remuneration - tax on cash remuneration + taxable

value of fringe benefit

"where
"cash

remuneration

"tax on cash

remuneration

is the cash remuneration determined under

section ND 7: 30

is the tax calculated using the basic rates of

tax for every $1 of taxable income set out
in Schedule 1, Part B, as if the cash

remuneration were taxable income, the

only taxable income received by the 35
employee and any rebate of tax allowed

1 1

1 1
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New (unanimous)

1

under section KC 1 were taken into

account:

is-

(a) the taxable value of all fringe benefits 5

attributed to the employee in the
income year; and

(b) the taxable value of all fringe benefits
attributed to an associate of the

employee in the income year if the 10
fringe benefits are not received by the
associate as an employee of the
employer.

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(3) An employer must apply this section according to the cash
remuneration of an associate of an employee who is a major 15
shareholder if-

"(a) the employer provides or grants a fringe benefit to the
associate; and

"(b) the fringe benefit is received by the associate as an
20

employee of the employer.
I

New (unanimous)

"(4) An employer must calculate the tax on each employee's fringe
benefit inclusive cash remuneration using the rates specified
in Schedule 2, Part B.

"(5) An employer's fringe benefit tax liability for each employee is
the result of the formula: 25

"tax on fringe benefit inclusive cash remuneration - tax on
cash remuneration

"where

29
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New (unanimous)

is the result of subsection (4):

is the amount of tax calculated under either

subsection (1) or (2), as the case may be.

"ND (lD) 6 Calculation of fringe benefit tax on non- 10
attributed fringe benefits

"(1) An employer must pool non-attributed fringe benefits that-

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(a) have a taxable value of less than $1,000 per category
per year and have not been attributed to a particular
ennployee; or 15

I

New (unanimous)

"(a) have a taxable value of less than $1,000 per category
per year, being benefits to which any one of paragraphs
(d) to (g) (inclusive) of section CI 1 applies, and have
not been attributed to a particular employee; or

"(ab) have a taxable value of less than $2,000 per year, being 20
benefits to which section CI 1 (h) applies, and have not
been attributed to a particular employee; or

"(ac) fall within section ND 4, being benefits that have a taxable
value of $1,000 or more per year to which section
CI 1 (d) applies; or 25

"(b) cannot be attributed to a particular employee; or

"(c) were provided or granted to a former employee; or
"(d) are loans to which either section CI 2(8) or CI 2(9)

applies (loans owing to life insurers).

1 1

1
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Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(2) For the final quarter of the income year, an employer must
calculate fringe benefit tax on the annual taxable value of
pooled fringe benefits-
"(a) at the rate of 64% if the employer is a close company

and one of the recipients of the pooled fringe benefits is 5
an employee who is a major shareholder:

"(b) at the rate of 49% in all other cases.

New (unanimous)

"(2) For the final quarter of the year, an employer must-
"(a) create 2 pools and allocate fringe benefits to each pool

according to whether a recipient of the pooled fringe 10
benefit benefits is-

" (i) either

"(A) an employee who is a major shareholder;
or

"(B) an associate of an employee who is a major 15
shareholder if the associate does not

receive the fringe benefit as an employee of
the employer:

"(ii) an employee to whom subparagraph (i) does not
apply; and 20

"(b) calculate fringe benefit tax on the annual taxable value
of the pooled fringe benefits-
" (i) at the rate of 64% for pooled fringe benefits

received or enjoyed by either-

"(A) an employee who is a major shareholder; 25
or

"(B) an associate of an employee who is a major
shareholder if the fringe benefit is not
received by the associate as an employee of

the employer: 30
"(ii) at the rate of 49% in all other cases.

31
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"ND (lE) 7 Definition of cash remuneration

"(1) For the purpose of (section ND ICI section ND 5, if an employee is
not a major shareholder, the employee' s cash remuneration
for the (income) year in which a fringe benefit is attributed is

the (cash) remuneration paid to, credited to or applied on 5
account of the employee by the employer (employer A) or a
related employer during the (income) year but does not
include the taxable value of a fringe benefit provided or
granted by the employer or a related employer.

"(2) For the purpose of (section ND 1 C) section ND 5, if an employee is 10
a major shareholder, the employee' s cash remuneration for the
income year in which a fringe benefit is attributed is the (cash)
remuneration paid to, credited to or applied on account of the
employee by the employer (employer A) or a related
employer, (including) plus dividends and interest. 15

"(3) For the purpose of subsections (1) and (2), an employer
(employer B) is a related employer if (the employer)
employer B is treated as a separate employer from employer A
and is--

"(a) a branch or division of employer A; or 20
"(b) a person associated with employer A.

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(4) For the purpose of section ND 1C. if an employee has not been
employed for a full income year, the employee' s cash
remuneration is the result of subsection (5).

"(5) If an employer provides or grants a fringe benefit to an 25
employee who has not been employed for a full income year,
an ernployer rrlust-

" (a) annualise the cash remuneration, excluding an extra
emolument; and

"(b) add to the annualised cash remuneration an extra emol- 30

ument paid to, credited to or applied on account of the

employee in that part of the income year.
1 1

"(6) In this section, (except for subsection (4), cash) remuneration

means-

"(a) salary or wages; and 35
"(b) salary, wages or gross income to which section OB 2(2)

applies; and
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"(c) extra emoluments; and

"(d) withholding payments; and

"(e) a payment to a specified office holder.

Part 1 cl 7

"ND (lF) 8 Special rule for employer who stops employing
staff during an income year 5

"(1) An employer who stops employing staff and does not intend
to replace them during (an income year that begins on 1 April

and ends on the following 31 March) a year must apply
lsections ND 18, ND 19, and ND 2) sections ND 5, ND 6, ND 9 and ND

19 as if the final quarter of the (income} year were the quarter 10
in which the employer stops employing staff.

New (unanimous)

"(2) This section does not apply to an employer who continues to
provide or grant a fringe benefit to a former employee.

"ND 9 Payment of fringe benefit tax-first 3 quarters of
income year 15

"(1) This section and sections ND 10, ND 11 and ND 12 do not apply to
an employer who pays fringe benefit tax-
"(a) on an annual basis under section ND 13; or

"(b) on an income year basis under section ND 14.

"(2) For each of the first 3 quarters of a year, an employer to whom 20
section BE 1 (4) applies must forward to the Commissioner a
return, in a form prescribed by the Commissioner, setting
out-

"(a) for the fringe benefits received or enjoyed by each of
the employer' s employees in a quarter, such details as 25
are prescribed in the form; and

"(b) a calculation of the amount of fringe benefit tax payable
on the taxable value of the fringe benefits.

"(3) An employer must forward the return no later than 20 days
after the end of the quarter, and is liable to pay to the Commis- 30
sioner the amount calculated on or before the end of the 20th

day.

33
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New (unanimous)

"ND 10 Payment of fringe benefit tax-final quarter of income
year

"(1) If an employer elects to pay fringe benefit tax in accordance
with sections ND 5 and ND 6, the employer's fringe benefit tax
liability for the final quarter of the year is total of all amounts 5
calculated under sections ND 5(5) and NO 6(2) less the amount of

the fringe benefit tax assessed in the previous 3 quarters of the
year.

"(2) For the final quarter of a year, an employer to whom section
BE 1 (4) applies must forward a return to the Commissioner 10
setting out-
"(a) for the fringe benefits received or enjoyed by the

employer's employees, such details as are prescribed in
the form; and

"(b) the amount of fringe benefit tax payable on the taxable 15
value of the fringe benefits.

"(3) An employer must forward the return no later than 31 May
next following the end of the quarter.

"(4) If an employer elects to pay fringe benefit tax in accordance
with sections ND 5 and ND 6 and the amount calculated is- 20

"(a) a negative amount, the employer is entitled to a refund
of the excess tax:

"(b) a positive amount, the employer must pay the difference
on or before 31 May next following the end of the
quarter. 25

"(5) If subsection (4) does not apply, an employer is liable to pay to
the Commissioner the amount calculated on or before the

31 May next following the end of the quarter.

"(6) Subsection (7) applies if an employer has elected to pay fringe
benefit tax at the rate of 49% of the taxable value of a fringe 30
benefit for the quarter beginning 1 October 2000 and the
employer does not have the necessary records and systems to
calculate and pay fringe benefit tax for the final quarter of the

year in accordance with sections NO 5 and ND 6.

"(7) For the final quarter of the year, the employer must furnish a 35
return and pay fringe benefit tax in accordance with this
section as if all the fringe benefits provided or granted during

1

1 1
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the year were pooled fringe benefits to which section ND 6(2)(b)(i)
applies.

"ND 11 Payment of fringe benefit tax-no fringe benefit
provided during quarter

"(1) If a fringe benefit has not been provided or granted by an 5
employer during a quarter, the employer must forward to the
Commissioner a return for the quarter, in a form prescribed by

the Commissioner, setting out such details as are prescribed in
the forrn.

"(2) An employer must forward the return- 10
"(a) for any one of the first 3 quarters of a year, no later than

20 days after the end of the quarter:
"(b) for the final quarter of a year, no later than 31 May next

following the end of the quarter.

"(3) Despite subsection (1), the Commissioner may, for the purpose 15
of meeting the special circumstances of a case or class of
cases, and upon or subject to such terms as the Commissioner

may require, relieve an employer in whole or in part from any
obligation imposed by subsection (1).

"ND 12 Special filing rule for employer who stops employing 20
staff during a year

An employer to whom section ND 8 applies must apply section
NO 10(4) and ND 10(5) and paragraph (d) of the definition of date
interest starts in section 120C(1) of the Tax Administration Act
1994 as if the references to '31 May next following the end of 25
the quarter' and '31 May next following the end of the final
quarter' were to 'the end of 2 months immediately following
the end of the quarter in which the employer stops employing
staff'.
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"ND 13 Payment of fringe benefit tax on annual basis for
employees who are not shareholder-employees

"(1) An employer may elect to pay fringe benefit tax on an annual
basis for fringe benefits provided or granted to employees who
are not shareholder-employees if, in respect of any year begin- 5
ning on 1 April-

"(a) gross tax deductions and specified superannuation con-
tribution withholding tax deductions payable by the
employer in the preceding year were not more than

$100,000; or 10
" (b) the employer was not an employer in the preceding

income year.

"(2) An employer makes an election by giving notice, in writing, to
the Commissioner stating the first year, being a year that
begins on 1 April, to which the election applies. 15

"(3) An employer must give the notice of election to the Commis-
sioner no later than-

"(a) 30 June in the year in which the election first applies, if
the employer was an employer in the preceding year; or

"(b) the last day of the quarter that first ends after the day on 20
which the employer first becomes an employer, if the
employer was not an employer in the preceding year.

"(4) An employer who makes an election must-
"(a) subject to section ND 15, pay fringe benefit tax on the

taxable value of fringe benefits provided or granted to 25
employees of the employer, other than shareholder-
employees, in the year of election and in every subse-
quent year; and

"(b) except as otherwise provided in the FBT rules, calculate
the fringe benefit tax payable in the same manner as it 30
would be calculated for fringe benefits provided or
granted in the 4 consecutive quarters that comprise a
year.

"(5) For a year, an employer must forward to the Commissioner a
return, in a form prescribed by the Commissioner, setting out 35
the fringe benefit tax payable on the taxable value of fringe

1 1
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benefits received or enjoyed by each of the employer' s
employees, other than shareholder-employees, in that year.

"(6) An employer must forward the form no later than the 31 May
that first follows the end of the year to which the form relates
and is liable to pay to the Commissioner the amount calcu- 5
lated no later than that 31 May.

"(7) For the purpose of subsection (1), if an employer ceases busi-
ness and begins a new business, or operates 2 or more busi-
nesses simultaneously, the gross tax deductions and specified
superannuation contribution withholding tax deductions relat- 10
ing to all business carried on by the employer must be
aggregated.

"(8) If an amalgamating company ceases to exist on an amalgama-
tion, subsection (1)(a) applies on and after the date of amalgama-
tion as if gross tax deductions and specified superannuation 15
contribution withholding tax deductions payable by the amal-
gamating company in the year preceding the year in which the
amalgamation takes place were payable by the amalgamated
company.

"ND 14 Payment of fringe benefit tax on income year basis 20
for shareholder-employees

"(1) An employer that is a close company may elect to pay fringe
benefit tax on an income year basis for fringe benefits pro-
vided or granted to shareholder-employees if, in respect of an
income year- 25
"(a) gross tax deductions and specified superannuation con-

tribution withholding tax deductions payable by the
employer in the preceding year were not more than-
"(i) $100,000; or

"(ii) if the employer has an early balance date, the 30
proportion of $100,000 that is equivalent to the
proportion that the period beginning on 1 April in
the preceding year and ending on the date by
which the employer' s notice of election is
required by subsection (3) to be furnished to the 35
Commissioner bears to a full year; or
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"(b) the employer was not an employer in the preceding
income year.

" (2) An employer makes an election by giving notice, in writing, to

the Commissioner stating the first year to which the election
applies. 5

"(3) An employer must give the notice of election to the Commis-
sioner no later than-

"(a) the last day of the quarter that first ends after the begin-
ning of the income year in which the election first

applies, if the employer was an employer in the preced- 10
ing year; or

" (b) the last day of the quarter that first ends after the day on
which the employer first becomes an employer of
employees, if the employer was not an employer in the
preceding year. 15

"(4) Subject to section ND 15, an employer who makes an election
must pay fringe benefit tax on the taxable value of fringe
benefits provided or granted to shareholder-employees in the
income year of election and in every subsequent income year.

"(5) For an income year, an employer must forward to the Com- 20
missioner a return, in a form prescribed by the Commissioner,
setting out the fringe benefit tax payable on the taxable value
of the fringe benefits received or enjoyed by each of the
employer' s shareholder-employees in that year.

"(6) An employer must forward the form no later than the 25
employer' s terminal tax date for the year to which the form
relates and is liable to pay to the Commissioner the amount
calculated no later than that terminal tax date.

"(7) For the purpose of subsection (1), if an employer ceases busi-
ness and begins a new business, or operates 2 or more busi- 30
nesses simultaneously, the gross tax deductions and specified
superannuation contribution withholding tax deductions relat-
ing to all business carried on by the employer must be
aggregated.

1 1
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"(8) If an amalgamating company ceases to exist on an amalgama-
tion, subsection (1)(a) applies on and after the date of amalgama-
tion as if gross tax deductions and specified superannuation
contribution withholding tax deductions payable by the amal-
gamating company in the year preceding the year in which the 5
amalgamation takes place were payable by the amalgamated
connpany.

"(9) In this section, preceding year means in relation to an
employer and an income year-
"(a) for an employer with a standard balance date, the year 10

ending on the 31 March that immediately precedes the
income year:

"(b) for an employer with a late balance date, the year end-
ing on the 31 March that last ends before the beginning
of the employer' s income year: 15

"(c) for an employer with an early balance date-
"(i) the year beginning on 1 April before the begin-

ning of the employer's income year and ends on
the 31 March that occurs within the employer's
income year; or 20

"(ii) for the purpose of subsections (1)(a)(ii) and (3)(b)
only, that part of the year referred to in paragraph
(c)(i) that begins on 1 April and ends on the day
before the beginning of the employer' s income
year. 25

"ND 15 Change in period for which fringe benefit tax payable
"(1) If, for a year, an employer has elected under section ND 13 to

pay fringe benefit tax on an annual basis and the employer
does not meet the criteria specified in section ND 13(1) that is
required for an election for that year, the employer must 30
furnish returns and pay fringe benefit tax on a quarterly basis
in accordance with sections ND 9 and ND 10 for fringe benefits
provided or granted by the employer to employees on or after
the first day of the year.
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"(2) If, for an income year, an employer has elected under section
ND 14 to pay fringe benefit tax on an income year basis, and
the employer does not meet the criteria specified in section
ND 14(1) that is required for an election for that income year,
the employer must furnish returns and pay fringe benefit tax 5
on a quarterly basis in accordance with sections ND 9 and ND 10

for fringe benefits provided or granted by the employer to
shareholder-employees on or after the first day of the
employer' s income year.

"(3) An employer who has elected to pay fringe benefit tax on an 10
annual or an income year basis may at any time elect, by
giving notice, in writing, to the Commissioner, to pay fringe
benefit tax on a quarterly basis.

"(4) An employer who elects must furnish returns and pay fringe
benefit tax on a quarterly basis in accordance with sections ND 9 15

and ND 10 for fringe benefits provided or granted by the
employer on or after-

"(a) 1 April that first follows the date of the employer' s
election under subsection (3), if the employer had pre-
viously elected to pay fringe benefit tax on an annual 20
basis; or

"(b) the first day of the income year of the employer that first
follows the date of the employer' s election under sub-
section (3), if the employer had previously elected to
pay fringe benefit tax on an income year basis; or 25

"(c) such other date agreed by both the employer and the
Commissioner and notified by the Commissioner in
writing to the employer.

"(5) Subsection (6) applies if-

"(a) an employer transfers from paying fringe benefit tax on 30
an income year basis to paying fringe benefit tax on a
quarterly basis; and

"(b) the day specified in subsections (2) or (4)(b) as the day on
and after which fringe benefit tax is payable on a quar-
terly basis is not the same day as the first day of a 35
quarter.
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"(6) The employer must furnish a return and pay fringe benefit tax
in accordance with sections ND 9 and ND 10 as if the period

beginning on the day specified and ending on the day before
the first day of the quarter that begins after that specified day
were a quarter. 5

"(7) Subsection (8) applies if-

" (a) an employer has made an election in accordance with

section ND 14 to pay fringe benefit tax on an income year

basis for an income year; and

"(b) the first day of the employer's income year in which the 10
election first applies is not the same day as the first day
of a quarter.

"(8) The employer must furnish a return and pay fringe benefit tax
in accordance with sections ND 9 and ND 10 as i f the period

beginning on the first day of the quarter in which the first day 15

of the first income year falls and ending on the day before the

first day of the first income year were a quarter.

"ND 16 Amendment to thresholds for fringe benefit

categories by Order in Council

"(1) The Governor General may, by Order in Council, determine 20
monetary thresholds for benefits that are categorised under
section ND 3 and referred to in section ND 6.

"(2) An Order in Council made pursuant to this section must

specify the income year from which a new monetary threshold

applies." 25

(2) Subsection (1) applies to a fringe benefit provided or granted
by an employer-

(a) on or after 1 April 2000, for an employer who pays

fringe benefit tax on a quarterly or an annual basis; and

(b) during the 2000-2001 or a subsequent income year, for 30
an employer who pays fringe benefit tax on an income

year basis.
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9

(1)

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

8 Payment of fringe benefit tax every quarter

(1) Section ND 2(2) is replaced by:

"(2) This section does not apply-

"(a) to the final quarter of an income year for an employer
who elects to pay fringe benefit tax in accordance with 5
sections ND lC and ND l D; and

"(b) to an employer who pays fringe benefit tax-
"(i) on an annual basis under section ND 3; or

"(ii) on an income year basis under section ND 4.

"(2A) An employer who elects to pay fringe benefit tax in accor- 10
dance with sections ND lC and ND l D must, for the final quarter of
an income year, forward a return to the Commissioner by
31 May next following the end of the quarter setting out-
"(a) the details of the fringe benefits received or enjoyed by

each of the employer' s employees as required by a form 15
prescribed by the Commissioner; and

"(b) a calculation of the amount of fringe benefit tax payable
on those fringe benefits; and

"(c) the amount of fringe benefit tax paid in the previous
3 quarters of the income year. 20

"(2B) If the amount of fringe benefit tax paid in the previous
3 quarters of the income year is-

"(a) more than the fringe benefit tax calculated as being
payable in the final quarter, the employer is entitled to a
refund of the excess tax: 25

"(b) less than the fringe benefit tax calculated as being pay-
able in the final quarter, the employer must pay the
difference on or before 31 May next following the end
of the quarter."

(2) Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000. 30

New section inserted

After section ND 2, the following is inserted:



(2)

11

(1)

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters) Part 1 cl 11

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"ND 2A Special filing rule for employer who stops employing
staff during an income year

An employer to whom section ND 1 F applies must apply section
ND 2(2A) and ND 2(28) and paragraph (d) of the definition of date

interest starts in section 120(1) of the Tax Administration Act 5

1994 as if the reference to '31 May next following the end of
the quarter' were to 'the end of 2 months immediately follow-
ing the quarter in which the employer stops employing staff.

(2) Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.
1 1

10 Specified superannuation contribution withholding tax 10
imposed

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

(1) In section NE 2(1), "clause 10" is replaced by "clause 10(b)".
1 1

New (unanimous)

(1) In section NE 2(1), "clause 10, unless section NE 2A(2)
applies" is replaced by "clause 10(b), unless either section
NE 2AA(2) or NE 2A(2) applies". 15

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 October 2000.

New section NE 2AA inserted

After section NE 2, the following is inserted:

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"NE 2AA Election to pay higher rate of specified

superannuation contribution withholding tax 20
"(1) An employer may elect to pay specified superannuation con-

tribution withholding tax on specified superannuation contri-
butions made to a superannuation fund on or after 1 October
2000 at the rate specified in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a).

1
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and Remedial Matters)

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(2) An employer makes an election under this section by paying
specified superannuation contribution withholding tax at the
rate specified in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a)."
1 1

New (unanimous)

"NE 2AA Employee election that specified superannuation
contributions be subject to higher rate of specified 5
superannuation contribution withholding tax

"(1) With the agreement of their employer, an employee may elect,
by giving notice to the employer, that all or part of a specified

superannuation contribution made by an employer on behalf
of the employee on or after 1 October 2000 be subject to 10
specified superannuation contribution withholding tax at the
rate specified in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a).

"(2) If an employee makes an election, the employer must pay
specified superannuation contribution withholding tax at the
rate specified in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a). 15

"(3) An employee's election is valid until revoked in writing."

(2) Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 October 2000.

44

New (unanimous)

11A Specified superannuation contribution withholding tax
to be deducted

(1) In section NE 3, "section NE 2" is replaced by "either section 20
NE 2 or NE 2AA".

(2) Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 October 2000.
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(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

13

(1)

12A

(1)

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters) Part 1 cl 13

Tax deemed for certain purposes to have been received
by superannuation fund

In section NE 6, "SSCWT rules" is replaced by "SSCWT
rules or the amount of any PAYE payable by an employer in
respect of any specified superannuation contribution in accor- 5
dance with the PAYE rules as a result of an employee' s
election under section NE 2A".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 26 November 1998.

New (unanimous)

New subpart EA inserted
After Part NE, the following is inserted:

"Subpart EA-Tax on certain withdrawals from
superannuation funds

"NEA 1 Recovery of tax paid by superannuation fund

"(1) If section CL 4 applies to a withdrawal in respect of a person' s
membership in a superannuation fund, the trustee of the fund 15
may deduct from the withdrawal an amount according to the
formula in subsection (2).

"(2) The formula is:

"where
"tax rate

'*tax rate x gross income

is the basic rate of income tax stated in

Schedule 1, Part A, clause 4:

"gross income is the superannuation fund's gross income
under section CL 4."

Subsection (1) applies on and after 31 July 2000. 25

Definitions

This section amends section OB 1.

Struck out (unanimous)

After the definition of cash basis person, the following
inserted:

45
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"cash remuneration is defined in section ND lE(6) for the pur-
pose of Part ND".

1

New (unanimous)

(2A) In the definition of charitable organisation, "section ND 4"
is replaced by "section ND 14".

(3) After the definition of deemed rate of return method, the 5

following is inserted:

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"defined benefit fund is defined in section CL 8(2) for the
purpose of that section and section CL 5(1)".

1 1

New (unanimous)

"defined benefit fund means a superannuation scheme, regis-
tered under the Superannuation Schemes Act 1989, that must 10
comply with section 15(1)(a) of that Act".

(4) After the definition of employer, the following is inserted:

"employer contributions to superannuation savings
means-

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(a) specified superannuation contributions made on or after 15
1 April 2000 other than those that are treated as salary
or wages under section NE 2A; and

"(b) any return on those specified superannuation contribu-
tions; and

"(c) any reserves". 20
1
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"(a) specified superannuation contributions made on or after

1 April 2000 other than-

"(i) those on which specified superannuation contri-
bution withholding tax has been paid at the rate

specified in Schedule 1, Part A, clause 10(a); or 5
"(ii) those that are treated as salary and wages under

section NE 2A; and

"(b) any return on those specified superannuation contribu-
tions; and

"(c) either- 10
"(i) reserves that have been allocated to a member of

a superannuation fund, not being those allocated
to an account of the member' s contributions for

smoothing investment returns, for a superannua-
tion fund with 10 or more unassociated members; 15
or

"(ii) reserves, for all other superannuation funds".
(4A) In the definition of foreign superannuation scheme,

"section HH 1" is replaced by "sections CL 17, CL 18, EN 6 and
HH 1". 20

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

(5) After the definition of guaranteed residual value, the follow-
ing is inserted:

"hardship is defined in section CL 4(5) for the purpose of that
section".

1 1

(6) In the definition of member, the following is inserted after 25
paragraph (a):

"(ab) in Part CL, has the meaning set out in the Superannua-
tion Schemes Act 1989:"

New (unanimous)

(6A) After the definition of member, the following is inserted:
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and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"member contributions, in Part CL, means member contribu-

tions to a superannuation fund and any return on those
contributions".

(6B) In the definition of preceding year, "section ND 4(8)" is
replaced by "section ND 14(9)". 5

(6C) In the definition of prescribed interest, "section ND 4" is

replaced by "section ND 14".

(6D) After the definition of removal or restoration operations,

the following is inserted:

"remuneration is defined in section ND 7(6) for the purpose of 10
that section".

(7) After the definition of replacement price option, the follow-
ing is inserted:

"reserves, in the definition of employer contributions to
superannuation savings, means specified superannuation 15
contributions made on or after 1 April 2000 which do not vest
in a member of the superannuation fund and any return on
those specified superannuation contributions".

New (unanimous)

(7A) After the definition of superannuation fund, the following is
inserted: 20

"superannuation fund administration costs is defined in
section CL 3(6) for the purpose of that section".

(7B) After the definition of sick, accident, or death benefit fund,
the following is inserted:

"significant financial hardship is defined in section CL 5 for 25
the purpose of that section".

(7C) In the definition of subsidised transport, "section ND 4" is

replaced by "section ND 14" in both places where it occurs.

(8) Subsections ((2)) (2A) to ((7)) (7C) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

1 1
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14A

(1)

(1)
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Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

Part 1 cl 14A

13A References to income years in particular provisions

(1) In section OF 2(2)(e), "section ND 4" is replaced by "section
ND 14".

(2) Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

Schedule 1-Basic rates of income tax and specified 5
superannuation contribution withholding tax
In Schedule 1, clause 10 is replaced by:

Specified superannuation contribution withholding tax-
On the amount of a specified superannuation contribution
(being the gross amount of the contribution before deduction 10
of specified superannuation contribution withholding tax) by
an employer to a superannuation fund on behalf of an
employee, the specified superannuation contribution with-
holding tax for every $1 of the amount is-

"(a) 39 cents if (the employer) the employee has made an 15
election under section NE 2AA; and

"(b) 33 cents if an election has not been made."

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 October 2000.

New (unanimous)

Schedule 2-Fringe benefit values

In Schedule 2, in clauses 1 and 3, "section ND 4" is replaced 20
by "section ND 14" in all places where it occurs.

In Schedule 2, "Part A" is inserted before the heading Motor
Vehicles.

After Part A, the following is inserted:
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(1)

Part 1 cl 14A

s ND 5

Taxation (FBT, SSCWT
and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

'Part B

'Rates for attributed fringe benefits

"On so much of the fringe benefit inclusive cash
remuneration as-

"Is $8,075 or less

"Is more than $8,075 and less than or equal to
$30,590

"Is more than $30,590 and less than or equal to
$45,330

"Is more than $45,330

17.65

26.58

The rate of tax for

every $ 1 of fringe
benefit inclusive cash

remuneration

Cents

49.25

63.93".

(4) Subsections (1) to (3) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

15

(2)

(3)

Part 2

Tax Administration Act 1994

Tax Administration Act 1994 5

This Part amends the Tax Administration Act 19942.

2 1994. No 166

Amendments: 1995, Nos 24,32,72,77; 1996, Nos 19,56,67,142.159,161;

1997, Nos 9,59, 74; 1998, Nos 7. 101, 107; 1999, Nos 59. 61, 62,64,98, 143

Interpretation

In section 3(1), in the definition of employer, "sections 47,

12OS of this Act" is replaced by "section 47".

In section 3(4)(b), "Sections 93, 12OS," is replaced by "Sec- 10
tions 93".

New (unanimous)

(2A) In section 3(4)(b), "section ND 4" is replaced by "section
ND 14".

Subsections (1) and (2) apply-
(a) on and after 1 April 2001, for an employer who pays

fringe benefit tax on an annual basis; and 15

1 1
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(b) to the 2001-2002 and subsequent income years, for an
employer who pays fringe benefit tax on an income year
basis.

New (unanimous)

(4) Subsection (2A) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

16A New sections 32A to 32C inserted 5

(1) After section 32, the following is inserted:

"32A Records to be provided by employer who contributes to
superannuation fund

"(1) Upon the request of a member or a trustee of a superannuation
fund acting on a member's behalf, a member' s employer, or a 10
member' s past employer, must provide the member or trustee
with a record of all specified superannuation contributions
made by the employer on the member' s behalf in each of the 4
income years before the income year in which a withdrawal,
being one to which section CL 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994 15
applies, is made.

"(2) A request must be made in writing.

(3) A person who receives a request must provide the information
requested, to the extent it is held or can be accessed, no later
than 20 working days after the date on which the request is 20
made.

"(4) When calculating the superannuation fund's gross income
under section CL 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994, the member and

the trustee are entitled to rely on information provided under
this section as being correct, and the information provided is 25
treated as being correct unless the member or the trustee has
reasonable grounds for believing that the information pro-
vided is not correct.

"32B Certification requirements for withdrawals subject to
section CL 4 of Income Tax Act 1994 30

"(1) The trustee of a superannuation fund may request the follow-
ing information from a member or a member' s employer, or a
member' s past employer, in respect of an income year or part
of an income year:
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and Remedial Matters)

New (unanimous)

"(a) the amount of specified superannuation contributions
made by an employer:

"(b) the amount of specified superannuation contributions
that have been subject to specified superannuation con-
tribution withholding tax at the rate specified in Sched- 5
ule 1, Part A, clause 10(a):

"(c) the amount of specified superannuation contributions
that have been treated as salary or wages under section
NE 2A:

"(d) the taxable income that the member derived in the 4 10

income years before the income year in which a with-
drawal is made:

"(e) evidence to support an application for a withdrawal that
is necessary to alleviate significant financial hardship:

"(f) the date on which a member ceases employment: 15
"(g) whether a member was employed for less than 2 years:
"(h) whether a member is employed for 30 hours per week

or less:

"(i) whether a member has reduced their working hours
because the member is nearing full retirement: 20

"(j) whether a member has stopped contributing to a super-
annuation fund:

"(k) whether a member's employer has stopped making
specified superannuation contributions to a superannua-
tion fund on the member' s behalf: 25

"(1) whether specified superannuation contributions made to
a superannuation fund have increased in accordance
with a trust deed or a contract, or an amendment to a

trust deed or a contract, in existence before 1 April
2000, and if so, the extent of the increase: 30

"(m) any other information required to determine the super-

annuation fund's gross income under section CL 4 of the
Income Tax Act 1994.

1 1
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"(2) A request must be made in writing.
"

(3) A person who receives a request must provide the information
requested, to the extent it is held or can be accessed, no later
than 20 working days after the date on which the request is
made. 5

"(4) When calculating the superannuation fund's gross income
under section CL 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994, the trustee is

entitled to rely on information provided under this section as
being correct, and the information provided is treated as being
correct unless the trustee has reasonable grounds for believing 10
that the information provided is not correct.

"32C Certification requirements for transfers from
superannuation funds

"(1) The trustee of a superannuation fund that receives an amount
from another superannuation fund may request the following 15
information from the trustee of the transferor fund in respect
of an income year or part of an income year:
" (a) amounts transferred that, if withdrawn, would be sub-

ject to any one of paragraphs (a) to (d) of section CL 3(1) of
the Income Tax Act 1994: 20

"(b) amounts transferred that are employer contributions to
superannuation savings:

" (c) any information previously supplied to the transferor
fund by a superannuation fund from which a member
has transferred: 25

" (d) any other information required to determine the trans-
feree fund's gross income under section CL 4 of the
Income Tax Act 1994.

"(2) A request must be made in writing.

"(3) A trustee who receives a request must provide the information 30
requested, to the extent it is held or can be accessed, no later
than 40 working days after the date on which the request is
made.

"(4) When calculating the transferee superannuation fund's gross
income under section CL 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994, the 35

trustee is entitled to rely on information provided under this

53
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(1)

(2)
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(1)

(2)
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New (unanimous)

section as being correct, and the information provided is

treated as being correct unless the trustee has reasonable

grounds for believing that the information provided is not
correct."

Subsection (1) applies on and after 31 July 2000.

Special returns by taxpayers affected by reduced
deductions under Income Tax Act 1994

In section 44A(1), "net income" is replaced by "taxable
income".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 17 November 1998. 10

Definitions

In section 120C(1), in paragraph (b) of the definition of date

interest starts, the portion before subparagraph (i) is replaced

by:

Struck out (unanimous)

1 1

"(b) For overpaid tax, other than GST or fringe benefit tax 15
that an employer has elected to pay in accordance with
sections ND l C and ND l D of the Income Tax Act 1994,

means the later of the following days-".

1 1

New (unanimous)

"(b) for overpaid tax, other than GST or fringe benefit tax
for the final quarter of an income year, means the later 20
of the following days-".

In section 120C(1), at the end of paragraph (c)(iii) of the
definition of date interest starts, "made:" is replaced by
"made; and" and the following is inserted:

"Cd) (For the excess fringe benefit tax referred to in section 15
ND 2 (28)(a) of the Income Tax Act 19941 for overpaid

tax, being fringe benefit tax for the final quarter of an

5

1

1

1



(3)

18

(1)

(2)
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income year, means the later of 31 May next following
the end of the final quarter and the date on which the
return for the final quarter is filed."

Subsections (1) and (2) apply on and after 1 April 2000.

Amount in nature of interest to be added to fringe 5

benefit tax paid on annual or income year basis

Section 12OS is repealed.

Subsection (1) applies-

(a) on 1 April 2001, for an employer who pays fringe
benefit tax on an annual basis; and 10

(b) to the 2001-2002 income year, for an employer who

pays fringe benefit tax on an income year basis.

19 New section 165AA inserted

(1) After section 165, the following is inserted:

" 165AA Recovery of tax paid by superannuation fund 15
"(1) If a lmember or another person withdraws an amount from)

withdrawal is made in respect of a person' s membership in a

superannuation fund and the withdrawal is one to which

section (CL 3) CL 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994 applies, the
trustee of the superannuation fund may recover from the 20
member or the other person making the withdrawal an amount

according to the formula in subsection (2).

"(2) The formula is:

"tax rate x gross income

"(3)

"where
"tax rate

"gross income

25

is the basic rate of income tax stated in

Schedule 1, Part A, clause 4 of the Income
Tax Act 1994:

is the amount of gross income of the super-
annuation fund under (section CL 51 section 30

CL 4 of the Income Tax Act 1994.

A trustee of a superannuation fund may recover an amount

from the member or the other person making the withdrawal

irrespective of the superannuation fund' s trust deed. 35

55
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(1)

(2)
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"(4)

(2)

20

22

(1)

(2)
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For the purpose of section 165, a trustee is treated as paying
tax on a withdrawal to which (section CL St section CL 4 of the

Income Tax Act 1994 applies on behalf of the member or the
other person who made the withdrawal."

Subsection (1) applies on and after (1 April 2000) 31 July 2000. 5

Obligation to pay tax on foreign investment fund income
able to be suspended
In section 183(2), "12OS" is replaced by "12OT".

Subsection (1) applies to tax obligations, liabilities and rights
that are to be performed under or arise in respect of the 1997- 10
98 and subsequent income years.

New (unanimous)

Part 3

Amendments to Goods and Services Tax Act 1985

21 Goods and Services Tax Act 1985

This Part amends the Goods and Services Tax Act 19853. 15

' 1985 No 141 RS Vol 27

Amendments: 1992 No 2; 1993 Nos 10, 14, 28. 116.131; 1994 Nos 77, 164.

1995 Nos 7,22.39.42,75,80,83; 1997 Nos 27,59,67,159; 1997 No 74,

1998 No 7; 1999 Nos 59.98

Adjustments 20
In section 21(4), "section ND 2 or section ND 3 or section
ND 4" is replaced by "any one of sections ND 9, ND 10, ND 13 or
ND 14".

Subsection (1) applies on and after 1 April 2000.

1 1

1 1
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